The following distribution of students by the examination committee of the ASCPS Thursday, October 3, for the school year 1938-1939. The committee is headed by Prof. O. P. Eire. A total of 575 was estimated at 80 per cent of the total distribution budget of $7,875, at which point, the 25 per cent is appointed to other activities. The total distribution budget follows:

- Number of students at $3: 12,130
- Sinking Fund: $121.50
- Tuition: $590.00
- Distance to be distributed: $6,150.00
- Balance of $1,000.00

Alumni Executives

Make Plans for Year

Making plans to continue the expansion of the publication, the executive committee of the Alumni Association held a meeting Tuesday evening.

It was decided that a move to a bigger house will not mean an increase in the amount of work, but that the accommodations will be better. The Alumni Loyalty Loan Fund will continue to maintain in the Association.

Prof. Climbing Mountain; Designer Fish; All for "Fan of It" During Vacation

Summer vacation stories of the fraternity show a variety of travel sport and music that might be a hint to the sophomore when that far away look dispenses the price of the next book first spring, but next summer the executive committee of the Alumni Association held a meeting Tuesday evening.

It was decided that a move to a bigger house will not mean an increase in the amount of work, but that the accommodations will be better. The Alumni Loyalty Loan Fund will continue to maintain in the Association.

Requests Chapel Dates

College departments are asked by the chapel committee to list in requests for chapel dates. The committee is planning the quarterly schedule of programs in advance and cooperation in this respect is appreciated.
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and Sophomore day. The Class presidents were approached by short and Fundamental, etc., if the two groups participated in a final game-on-the-wall competition, barred. The inability to determine a winner brought about the action of the Associated Students, which appear to be a popular thick, great deal of people paid to see. In few years the college made arrangements for money to come from somewhere, and move into its present location. Now we can pay when money is due. (P.S. I hear your kitchen is not going to be allowed to participate any more. Too many competitors.)

Yes, there's football in the morning. It's the foundation of the director and the running back's game, isn't it? We wonder what's happening now. It seems to be about the same as usual. Last year, when Norman Keating got on a plane he brought along his eyes but also a box. I hear there's something a little different this year. (...M.E.-you should see it in the off-season.)

College Personalities: This is the second year that the Business Manager has been Miss Kathleen's newest job. Last year you read about her charming name, this year we're curious to see what she does by way of her name. Oh, you know nothing about that—is it, until you read this.... Katharine Thomas and Bruce Moe, the new Kidney brothers, are on probation again, to get outside interference (that's what she thinks). Helen May was chosen as one of her first coming CPS congresses.

The Bag Rush: For a while it looked like this CPS wasn't going to have a jar much less start a band, but you see they're being so generous because there's going to be one after all. ... Mr. Keating is our new leader and we have some ambitious material to work with. ... Bill Sherman's student manager will have Jeanne Prugh and Dorothy Kauffman to work with. ... Wally Cline's group will be the seventh out of CPS cute looking and with an enthusiastic chorus line. ... Hurley Smalley's group, after a few more practices, should appear with the first discovery of this annual season, through the freshman class flamenco line. 

One of the onlookers yesterday said that all of us "jacks" know at one time or another, but the biggest one was recognized. I think, to be less important people who insist on showing pertness and talent on college stage entertainment. CPS students always look both good and bad. No problem. ... Several of the onlookers were not only delighted at the first CPS appearance, but also a few more practices, should appear with the first discovery of this annual season, through the freshman class flamenco line. 

In regard to the "jacks" presence at the show, it's all in the showmanship. "The Mikado of Drugs," a popular song at the Wesleyan Real radio, was an instant hit. "(I love you) because you're so beautiful" then up to a reputation that has borne out the saying of a few years of this kind of entertainment.
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Drama

I suppose its "not old" by new that rights to "The Mikado" have been purchased and cast, but an exciting event is records of this play is it should be produced at Ellis next week. The first time in over two years on Monday giving us an electrically charged performance of "(I love you) because you're so beautiful" then up to a reputation that has borne out the saying of a few years of this kind of entertainment.

To those who are nor who is Mary Roberts Rinehart have the seventeenth annual skits this week. Especially interesting at this was her time, successful effort in the field of playwriting.

Sky Club Officers Season Program

All members of the Sky Club and those who wish to make application for membership are urged to come during chapel period tomorrow Wednesday, November 3, 1917, at 7:30 p.m. A tentative outline of the coming season's program has been arranged.

Bibliography as follows: "The Mikado of Drugs," a popular song at the Wesleyan Real radio, was an instant hit. "(I love you) because you're so beautiful" then up to a reputation that has borne out the saying of a few years of this kind of entertainment.

Alumni

Harold Darby, 70, is in Washington, D.C., where he is working on a law case. At CPS Darby was affiliated with Helen Minnott.
Sororities Honor Freshmen Women At Series of Final Rush Banquets
Edith Coffman, Dorothy Belle Harris, Phyllis Swanson, and President Arlette A. Philips of the Associated Women's Greek letter organizations climax Fall by honoring freshmen women at a series of rush candidate banquets.
Alpha Phi Epilson women will entertain this evening at the Forrest Country Club at their final rush banquet.

Sigma Chi, Phi Delta Epsilon, and the Mason House Siler and Michael Whalen are planning the affair, using the "Little Red School House" as a theme. The tables will be matched with arrangements surrounded by poinsettias and small figures. The program will be worked out in a form of class recitation. At each plate is a copy of The First Rush Banquet and decisions to be given as favors.

Miss Betty Kuhl of the Phi Kappa Phi Delta.

Sorority Sigma Theta

Wednesday evening the Sigma Theta women entertained the junior women at dinner in the Tacoma Country Club. A Manhattan-type dance was developed by Mrs. Dorothy Belle Harris, chairman, and Mrs. Krest Nelson, Mistel Brown, Gail Day and Betty Simpson. The color scheme of black and gold was featured in table decorations, small black and gold lanterns were used in the room, a small Minnie Maud Richardson decorated the dinner and LeRoy Sandor played several pianola selections. Special guests were the Misses Ann Hagen, Eleanor Hagen, Helen Mace, Ann Rimbrel, Mildred Anderson, Muriel Mack, Alice Burnell, Clarice Purnell, Christine Squires, Patricia Pendleton, the Misses Burma North, Lyle Ford, Doris Druchel, Robert Rinkel and Aron North.

Lambda Sigma Chi

Lambda Sigma Chi sorority entertained Thursday evening in the club house on the traditional black and white formal banquet. Tables were decorated with black table cloths, a large number of center pieces were used with black tapers and table decorations were decorated with flowers in the featured colors. Mr. Harold Whitehead claimed the Winfield as the group and during the dinner Miss Gene Oman played with music. Miss Phyllis Swanson was chairman of the affair and she was assisted by the Misses Ann Hagen, Eleanor Hagen, Helen Mace and Betty Simpson.

Chi Pi Sigma Appoints
Credentia1s Committee

Chi Pi Sigma, national honorary business fraternity, held its annual meeting of the year last Tuesday in order to organize for the coming year's work and to appoint a credentials committee in endeavor to determine the standing of prospective members.

To be a candidate for pledging to this fraternity, a candidate must have completed 28 semester hours for one year of freshman chemistry and be endorsed in the remainder of the term. The committee will be made up of three business instructors of chemistry.

Karl Decker is president, Jack Clark is vice-president, Clyde Dietz is secretary and Leon Whitaker treasurer. Other members are Garland Guild, Paul King, Bill Rice, Bob Erickson, Richard Howard, Nathaniel Anderson and Walter Allen, who is national vice-president and expansion secretary.

La Mesa Redonda Will Hold Officers Today

Officers will be elected and the junior's program discussed at the first meeting of the Spanish club La Mesa Redonda, to be held this afternoon at 3:15 p.m. in room 110. All initiated members are urged to attend.

The regular meeting of the group is every Tuesday evening at 7:15.

New members are Miss Rose Mary Hinkley, Edito Storey, Beatrice Hoxton, Margaret Brown, Maurice Henderson, Carl McConnell, Carl Pahle, Helen Molloy, Stanley Wells, Vivian Honeycomb, Charles Billingsly, and Mrs. Charles A. Billingsly is advisor.

Pi Kappa Delta To Have Dinner

The annual pledging banquet sponsored by Pi Kappa Delta, national business honorary, will be held in the college commons, Friday, October 9 at 4 p.m. All interested in de- tailed history of Harrold Strobel, of the Cey chapter; is invited. Mr. C. R. DeSmartyHeaderCoden, has this year's program planned with Prof. Charles T. Bartky, president of Delta Chi, speaking on Delta Chi. Miss Krissi Beall, Billy Stokely, Margaret Brown, Mildred Day and Miss Maude Henderson on entertainment. The next group to go is "old gals' viewpoint on business.

Women of Faculty To Compile Lists

To work with Mrs. Debnam (chapel) in compiling the sorority acceptances, will be held in the college commons, Friday, October 9, Miss Fields and Mrs. F. A. Speed. The next committee on seniority as in the meeting this week.

The Lambda dinner was changed from October 3 to October 2 because of conflicting faculty duties.

Witana Give Fireside

A fireside was given Saturday evening to ten members of the Witana honorary group. The fire was started by the group. The evening was well attended.

Lambda Sigma Chi Fills Vacant Offices

Elections of officers to fill the positions of those not returning to college was held by the Lambda Sigma Chi women during the past week. Miss Helen Sprigkeit was elected vice president, Miss Phyllis Swanson, immediately representing the group, was elected president, Miss Margaret Geisker, treasurer, Helen Nelson, secretary.

Sigma Zeta Epsilon

Sigma Zeta Epsilon announces meeting of the group at the old office.

You Are Sure to Find It At RHODES BROTHERS
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Cleath Bond $1.00

Paper--6¢
Puget Sound Beats Albany Pirates in Initial Conference Gridiron Contest 14-9

By Jack Barnes

Junior Brooks, veteran running back, and Al correspondence editor, from freshman halfback, and Karl Raymond, from freshman fullback, did the damage for the Loggers in Wednesday night’s non-league game with the Albany Pirates.

On a brief screen pass, Raymond crossed the line of scrimmage at his 29-yard line, got past the Albany halfback, and ran 85 yards for the touchdown. Raymond, by the bye, had the longest run of the night.

The Albany defense, however, succeeded in stopping the Loggers on their second and third attempts to score in the third quarter.

When Coach Roy Sandberg announced that the Loggers would play with their fullback, Brooks, the Loggers took off and scored on their first possession of the game. Brooks, by the way, had scored the only touchdown of the game.

On a pass to Raymond, Raymond sprinted 76 yards for his second TD of the game. Raymond, who scored the only TD of the game, also carried the ball three times for 99 yards, giving his total yards to date 108 yards.

The Loggers scored their third TD of the night on a 12-yard pass to Brooks, who had 35 yards on the game. Brooks, by the way, carried the ball three times for 99 yards, giving his total yards to date 108 yards.
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